
School Importance – Missing School Or Not 

 

                 Now I am writing an essay on “School Importance – Missing School Or Not” for FAREGAZE 

essay competition sitting nearby a window. Clouds are celebrating get together. Watching this scene, I 

am remembering  some incidents related to my school- second home of a student , brings tears in my 

eyes. 

 

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”- Nelson Mandela 

 

             The term ‘Education’ will not be completed without ‘School’. School time is the seed-time of life. 

A school is nothing but a factory which produces future generation of our society. All sweet memories of 

school help us to recollect our past up to the last stage of life. The word ”School” may be explained – 

Sincerity, Creativity, Honesty, Obedience, Organization and Learning. 

 

           In this modern age, most of the students are dependent on private tutor, coaching centers etc. 

But learning in school is also parallelly important towards a better future. The concepts of 3A(Analysis, 

Action , Achievement) and 3E(Education, Educator, Experience) can only be adopted through 

HRM(Human Resource Management) in a school. A student who does not go to school regularly is like a 

frog of a narrow well. 

 

           It was 21st March,2020 when lockdown was declared throughout the India. All schools were closed 

in a blink. This news came to me as a blot from the blue. Online classes were gnawing my mind like a 

wild beast because it is quite different to learn physically and digitally. 

 

          One and half years passed…but the gate of school is still closed. I am not only missing my friends 

and teachers but also missing the broken benches,  Library, small playground , evergreen Sundari 

tree(Heritiera Littoralis ) in front of my classroom and ice cream seller Ramu kaka too much. 

 

          I don’t know how more days we have to spend like a prisoner at home. To get rid of this unusual 

situation , we must follow SMS- Social. Distancing, Mask wearing and Sanitization. 

 

                                                Stay Home, Stay safe. 

  Sayan  Maity, Class 9, 

Nimpith Ramakrishna Vidyabhavan 
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